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Abstract: After the Second World War, the housing production processes went through industrialisation in order to deal with the quantity crisis. Since then, the housing quality management has been inspired by the manufacturing industry approaches. Several approaches have been proposed to ensure this quality through the control of the design process. These approaches quantify the quality and make it measurable according to indicators. Consequently, the quality management concerns the building much more, as an industrial product, rather than an architectural object. This problem affects the housing sector more than services buildings. In the 1950s, Fernand Pouillon handled this housing crisis with the construction of housing estates by opting for a quality of the architectural object. This was through a new interpretation of the architectural composition, which takes into account the pedestrian viewpoints (viewing angles). It was inspired by the arrangement principle of the buildings of the Acropolis of Athens. In this paper, the goal is to consider the possibility of a new focus on the architectural quality of housing estates by the integration of the users' viewing angles in the architectural composition. It will be through the analysis of the housing estate in Algeria, “Diar Es Saada” of Pouillon.
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INTRODUCTION

In Algeria, with the expansion of the social housing stock and the ever-increasing demand, project managers are dealing with the challenge of finding solutions to ensure a balance between quality and quantity in the housing. To manage the situation, the government establishes requirements for social housing. The objectives, sought through this consultation, must reflect the will of the project managers to find the best solutions in order to respond qualitatively to a production of housing.

These technical and functional requirements on housing are a strategy part of the realisation of two million dwellings as a political will to improve the architectural quality of social housing in Algeria. Despite these efforts of the government, the result is far from being conclusive. That is why this study will seek to address the issue of the architectural quality of social housing from another viewpoint.

Today, the issue of quality is the centre of the problem related to all areas of production and services. This makes the term quality widely used in literature, and
becomes very ambiguous and seems to obey subjectivity (Biau and Lautier, 2009). Quality sometimes becomes the opposite of quantity, and it is related to the cost of production. This has led to the definition and the use of the term “quality” in the scientific language, and can even be quantified according to the standards set by the discipline concerned. It is often associated with terms that diversify its meaning: “architectural quality”, “construction quality”, “high environmental quality”, “sanitary quality”, “quality of life” and etc. (Biau and Lautier, 2009).

For example, in business management, the term “quality” is not used to express a degree of excellence in a comparative sense, nor used in a quantitative sense for technical assessments. The quality of a product or service is influenced by many phases of interdependent activities such as design, production or after-sales service and maintenance (Deeb, 2008).

On the other hand, when architecture and urbanism are concerned, quality is measured by the double dimension of the constructed object as artwork and service; as a service focusing on the use and the technical or social functions offered to its users. While as an artwork, the quality concerns the art value of the object far from any functional dimension. In housing, specifically social housing, quality has an intrinsic relationship with cost. We know that the budget of social housing is limited compared to that of the high standard housing. This means that the quality requirements are not the same in these two different categories. In high standard housing, the cost is less important than the architectural and construction quality required while in social housing, we are always looking for inexpensive initiatives that do not exceed the budget, in the same time, ensure a quality for a decent housing. Therefore, this study on the architectural quality of social housing, proposes a free initiative that can ensure an architectural quality like in the classical Greek buildings, where users viewpoints (view angles) were taken into consideration in the composition principle.

In this research, interest has been focused on Philippe Dehan’s reflection, which highlights the difference between architectural quality and the quality of industrial products. This reflection is based on the fact that the architectural overall (le tout architectural) is more than the sum of the different parts (Dehan, 2009), and that housing cannot be reduced to an economic and technical product (Conrad, 2009). Thus, the problematic of this research concerns the architectural quality of social housing as an architectural object rather than an industrial product.

Hence, the goal is to consider the possibility of a new focus on the architectural quality of housing through the integration of the users’ viewpoints (viewing angles) in the design process. The complex Diar Es Saada of Pouillon is the case study in this paper. Fernand Pouillon (1912–1986) is an architect and an urban planner who succeeded in the 1950s in handling the housing crisis through the construction of housing estates based on a new vision of the architectural quality.

To meet our goal, the paper is organised with the first step contains a literature review of researches and developed approaches on the quality issue. Then, a reflection will be developed through the analysis of the case study of Diar Es Saada. In this step, the paper will propose the applicability of the viewing angles’ approach in the architectural composition of the case study. Then, a discussion will permit to show the novelty proposed of the viewing angles’ approach compared with the other quality approaches. Finally, the conclusion will present an interpretation of the research results, as well as recommendations, limits, and perspectives for the application of this approach.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Numerous studies have tried to deal with the issue of architectural quality. Each of them undertakes a different approach to try to come out with guidelines and recommendations for the architect. Studies that pose as problematic the impact of the regulations resulting from planning documents on architectural quality as well as the comfort of users (Wellhoff and Perignon, 2010). While other research-works prefer to reach the quality by identifying the different parameters involved in the “measurement” of this quality, which are based on evaluation methods and approaches that try to quantify this quality through indicators. This approach of quality measurement dates from the industrial period with the increase of production in the automotive industry. It was essential to control the quality of mass production by inventing the management of quality. After the Second World War, the need to build much more quickly led to the industrialisation of its processes.

The question of architectural quality does not date from today, so the approaches and the methods which were developed to improve it are the result of the evolution of the quality concept.

Going back to the 19th century, the research for architectural quality in France meant choosing a “good architect” for a specific program (Dehan, 2016: 70). For example in the city of Rennes, one spoke of architecte de fonction. After the Second World War, and with the industrialisation of construction in France, more interests were in technical quality by setting standards. These prescriptions were useful in the technical plan, but they did not concern the architectural design and the space planning (Dehan, 2016). To overcome this problem, the government set up the policy of the models from year 1968, which allowed ensuring the quantity as well as the control of the production cost. This policy consists in systematically reproducing models validated by the government throughout the territory without any modification. It was quickly challenged by the fact that the role of the architect was narrowed to a simple designer dominated by the construction company. Françoise Choay, commissioned by the government, formed a team with Christopher Alexander, Jacques Boulet and Philippe Gresset to make an assessment seven years after the launch of the model policy (Dehan, 2016: 73).

At the end of the year 1980s, the ISO 9001 quality standard was created. This standard prompts the publication of standards and methodological manuals on quality. Quality management and control of the production process have been the centre of interest in the quality research. Lessons have been learned from the manufacturing industry; Froman illustrated this in his Manuel de qualité (Froman, 1998). When on the other hand in the United Kingdom (UK), lessons have been learned from the literature “lean production and Japanese approaches to quality management”, it concerns mostly measures of the quality, time and cost of production (Gann, Salter and Whyte, 2003). The United States, Australia and Japan had similar concerns. For them, improving the quality and value of the building consists of evolving the design process (Gann, Salter and Whyte, 2003).

The approaches developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s aimed at controlling and improving the production process in order to improve the quality of construction. These approaches have given satisfactory results in terms of quantity, respect of the deadline and even in terms of the technical quality of the realisation. However, these approaches neglected the design quality in relation to the space and the architectural landscape.
This change in interest about quality pushed the most of the research carried out in this field, even for those that have taken into consideration the architectural aspect of quality, to reach the quality by identifying the different parameters involved in the “measurement” of this quality, based on evaluation methods and approaches that try to quantify this quality through indicators.

The environmental concerns in the year 2000s prompted the UK government to expand the agenda of Rethinking Construction (Egan, 1998). This extension concerns the design quality indicator (DQI): a tool to measure the quality of the building during the design phase based on the opinions of the various users on the building. This tool was developed by a research group in collaboration with the Construction Industry Council (CIC).

In Europe, precisely in France, Stéphane Hanrot has developed a Building Quality Assessment System called Models for Analysis, Theory and Architectural Experimentation (MATEA) (Hanrot, 2009). It is mainly based on the relativity concept and the comparison of the quality evaluation by viewpoints (opinions) while taking into account their variability in time. The approach relies on tools like Excel and the radar scheme, complementary to the graphic models and numerical features of the architect. These tools facilitate the analysis and the architectural experimentation.

With the evolution of energy interest in construction, the quality of the building is affected with energy concerns. Therefore, researchers suggest integrating these energy concerns into the design process. We can quote Adolph Luc, whose approach consists in integrating knowledge of building energy in the design process using computer tools. This approach is based on the multi-criteria decision support approach in the architectural and urban design process (Luc, 1995).

Currently, the issue of quality in architectural operations is in vogue. However, its evaluation remains as complex and difficult due to the multiplicity of variables taken into consideration. This led the Ramau network (networks of activities and professions in architecture and planning) to carry out research on quality assessment in housing operations sponsored by the Plan Urbanisme Construction Architecture (PUCA France) published in a book entitled La qualité architecturale acteurs et enjeux (Biau and Lautier, 2009). The theme of quality for the Ramau network is treated from different viewpoints. On one hand, quality is the result of the emotions produced by the constructed object. On the other hand, it is more concrete and measurable; the quality concerns energy efficiency, environmental quality, ambience and comfort. This paper focused only in the research of Dehan and Lecourtois. They approached the architectural quality in relation to its two dimensions of art and use, as well as in relation to the architectural object concerned by this quality.

Dehan’s research is based on a dual approach. The first proposes a global reflection on the essence of the architectural quality built around the Vitruvian triptych (Solidity, Utility and Beauty) and questions the artistic dimension of production. The second, slightly similar to Hanrot’s, consists of the collection of factors involved in quality production. The difference lies in the fine decomposition of the criteria for the evaluation of the intrinsic quality of the architectural object. The objective of this approach is to propose a ranking of the quality-generating factors allowing the construction of a shared argument of judgment (Dehan, 2016).

In this paper, more interest has been focused on the first approach that questions the nature of the object concerned by this quality. Dehan approached the architectural quality by distinguishing the difference between the industrial and the architectural object, whereas most of the quality measurement approaches that are used today are inspired by the manufacturing industry. For Dehan, the
architectural quality differs from the quality of industrial products by the fact that the architectural overall is more than the sum of the parts. The architectural object is distinguished from the industrial product by two major specificities: it can be assessed as an artwork as it can be evaluated by the multiplicity of its use (Dehan, 2009). As a use, the architectural object is a “unique product” which differs from the industrial product by three points: its functional plurality, its surrounding context and its life span that exceeds several decades or several centuries (Dehan, 2009). As an artwork, the architectural object constitutes a problematic in its qualitative evaluation. “Who can evaluate the artistic value of the architectural object?” The question is complex because it depends on the judgment that differs from one subject to another according to one’s identity and acquired knowledge.

While Lecourtois approached the architectural quality through architecturology and its cognitive phenomena: perception and design. She focused on the quality of architectural space rather than architectural quality. According to the phenomenon of perception, the architectural quality of an object becomes a complex division between the value (the intrinsic property) of the same object and the subjectivity of the subject (its identity and sensitivity). Since the properties of an object are invariable and independent of the subject’s judgment, the perception of the quality is the result of the personal interpretation of the object properties perceived by the subject according to its senses, subjectivity and identity (Lecourtois, 2009).

While from a conceptual viewpoint, it is admitted by the architectural community that the architectural quality of an object designed by an architect becomes almost automatic since this object is the product of the architect’s knowledge. Who knows how to make architecture, would make quality, because architecture cannot exist through mediocrity (Lecourtois, 2009). From a conceptual viewpoint, this quote means that the architectural quality of an object is synonymous of its intrinsic properties, which are the result of the architect’s knowledge. Thus, according to the author, and considering architecture as a space designed to be lived and perceived, the perception of an architectural space qualities according to its properties is none other than the re-design of this architectural space according to the senses and the identity of the subject. Moreover, to ensure this quality, it will be necessary to minimise the gap between the two cognitive moments that constitutes architecture according to architecturology; between conceived space and perceived space (between design and perception). Yet, this observation leads to a double problematic: the complexity and the difficulty of constituting this architectural quality by minimising the gap between design and perception on one hand and assurance of the reality of this perceived quality of the architectural space when its value rests only on a judgment of an observer, on the other hand.

With this literature review, one can notice that the question of the architectural quality is complex. Besides, in all the studies cited above, they agree that taking into account the user’s opinion in the design phase is essential to ensure the quality of the architectural object. This is why it is obvious that knowing how space is perceived by the user allows us to control the architectural quality. If controlling the identity of the inhabitant and his references is impossible, we can at least invest in the mechanism of perception, precisely by focusing on visual sensory information (viewing angles). The visual sense is considered as the most important sense in the mechanism of perception of space; it is the sense of the first discovery that makes it possible to have the first impression. Afterwards, the observer can deepen this sensation with the aid of the other senses. Therefore, consideration must be given to the manner...
of viewing the space by the user in the design process. This allows us to minimise the gap between the space designed by the architect and the space re-designed (seen) by the user.

Among the first architects who approached the importance of the way of space visualisation by the user is Auguste Choisy (1841–1909). He was the first who used the perspective view to explain the composition of the propylaeum of the Acropolis of Athens. Thus, he announced that the principle of the acropolis composition, which has remained a myth for years, is based on the viewpoints of the spectator whose architect chosen beforehand. This is the picturesque principle of architectural composition based on the angle view and the formation of the tables for the spectator. For Choisy, the view's angles are those which the ancients generally seek to maintain. A view angle is more picturesque; a front view is more majestic. Each one has its own role: the view angle is the rule whereas the front view is an exception which is always motivated (Choisy, 1899: 419). For the Greeks, the composition of a complex must belong to a picture that the spectator sees from the first sight. Choisy calls it the principle of the first impression that the Greeks strengthen in their composition.

Constantinos Doxiadis (1914–1975) pushed this hypothesis further and determined the mathematical method with which the buildings of the acropolis were arranged. According to the architect, the viewer was the key of Greek architectural composition. That means, this architectural quality of the Greek building is on the one hand due to the arrangement system of the view angles, which constitutes an architectural course that the spectator will borrow. This approach of viewing angles will be detailed in the analytical part of the manuscript.

In the 1950s and with the housing crisis, Pouillon introduced new ideas and a new vision for the future of the construction of mass housing, which was criticised by most of his colleagues. He called into question what the masters of the modern movement saw as the only way towards modern architecture.

He concretised his ideas thanks to Jacques Chevalier, the newly elected mayor of Algiers at the time, who entrusted him with the construction of more than 7,000 apartments divided into three complexes: Diar Es Saada, Diar El Mahçoul and Climat de France. He wanted to give a new image to the city. For his project, he chose an architect who proved his value with two important projects: the complex of the Old Port of Marseille and the 200 apartments of Aix-en-Provence.

We think that Pouillon's responses to the architectural quality problem concerns a new interpretation of architectural composition that takes into account the viewpoints of the users inspired by the arrangement principle of the acropolis of Athens.

In this article, the aim will be to propose a new perspective on architectural quality. It consists of a new approach in order to obtain an architectural quality in the housing estates through the integration of the users' viewpoints in the architectural composition. It will be through the analysis of the Algerian housing estate "Diar Es Saada" of Pouillon.
RESEARCH METHOD

Data Collection

The entire graphic documents of the case study come either from the national archive of Algiers or from the digital archive of Les Pierres sauvages de Belcastel association. The author has taken care to redraw the necessary parts for the study by tracing them of the original documents. The photos of the case study are taken either directly from the sites by the author or retrieved from different digital archive.

Analysis Method

The analysis method that we used is based on the fact that the analysis and the design (projet) are two disciplines that intertwine within a dual system that takes us from one to another (Motta and Pizzigoni, 2006). Between the analysis and the design (projet) there is circularity; the ties and relationships which unite them make it impossible to distinguish clearly between these two moments (Motta and Pizzigoni, 2006).

Therefore, the analysis of the case study concerns the Pouillon design process. It tried first to identify the factors generating the architectural form constituted by the human-building-environment interaction. These generating factors are structurally linked together to constitute architectural knowledge. The studies by the Building Performance Research Unit (BPRU) of Markus (1972) and Broadbent (1973) have attempted to rationalise architectural knowledge by subdividing it into separate entities (into families of generating factors) (Mazouz, 2014).

However, this approach of subdivision is opposed to two difficulties. The first concerns the subdivision of architectural knowledge into separate entities, the second concerns the participation of each entity in the design process. To explain the second point, we will use the same example of Mazouz: one of the shape of a building unit, which can be generated by several entities of architectural knowledge that contribute simultaneously to its genesis. The shape of the building unit in question can be generated simultaneously by the environmental aspect and the spatial planning aspect. For Mazouz, the solution to the first difficulty lies in the way to subdivide according to the old concept of Angyal, the structural articulation cited by Broadbent (1988). This concept consists of a subdivision according to the structural articulations of this entity rather than an arbitrary subdivision.

For the second difficulty, the solution lies in the concept of inheritance between the different concepts given by each entity of knowledge. The same subdivision of Mazouz of architectural knowledge has been used in four families which are: the physical environment which concerns the elements related to the environment, the climate, the terrain, the relationships with the surrounding urban areas and the site. The spatial planning concerns the program and the spatial organisation. Sociocultural environment refers to generating ideas, paradigm and principles of composition. The construction system concerns constructive technologies, systems and building processes. This latter factor will not be studied separately but will be integrated into the other three families to show the relationship that exists between design and construction in the architecture of Pouillon. These families will not be present in the text as subsection titles. The transition from one family to another will be as lucid and discreet as possible. This allows avoiding a discontinuity in the
analysis of the complex. It seems essential to us to show the continuity that exists in the work of Pouillon from the choice of the terrain, the method of implantation, to the spatial organisation of the complex.

**CASE STUDY: DIAR ES SAADA**

Diar Saada or "city of happiness" is the first housing complex designed by Pouillon (Figure 1) in the municipality El Madania (Clos-Salembier during French colonisation), a popular district of the city of Algiers: the capital of Algeria, in the year 1953–1954. The complex is located on the heights of Algiers with views of the sea, on sites selected exclusively by Pouillon (Figure 2). The complex of 725 housing units is a part of a low-income housing or *Habitation à loyer modéré* (HLM); a program to make up for the housing deficit in the capital during the French colonisation, on one hand, and aimed to get rid of the slums in Algiers and on the other hand, to give a new urban image to the capital.

![Figure 1. Location of Diar Es Saada](image)

Diar Es Saada complex represents the first of the three Pouillon’s complexes built in Algiers, in which he concretised his new vision for the future of the social housing construction. It is also the smallest one, so it is considered as a basic model from which has developed other principles for the construction of the other complexes. Therefore, it allows to better understanding on the viewing angles approach, which is why we chose it as a case study.

The complex occupies a land of more than seven hectares in double slopes that intersect in a basin in the direction of north-east south-west. The largest of the slopes has a vertical drop of 30 metres over a length of 310 metres (Figure 3). This height is covered by users on foot as the main part of the complex is pedestrian. This natural constraint required a spatial configuration that allowed pedestrian to walk the entire complex without worrying about this drop.
Figure 2. The Complex of Diar Es Saada in the 1950s (Retrieved from http://diaressaada.alger.free.fr/d-cartespostales/cartespostales.html)

Figure 3. Morphology of Diar Es Saada Land
Source: Sayen (2014)
The complex implantation is along a main axis of perspective. This axis is generated by an angle of 54° related to the crossroads of the ridge path (chemin des crêtes) (Figure 4). According to Sayen (2014), this angle is a part of a pentagon whose one of its sides is the crossroads of the ridge path, and the other is the axis of perspective. This angle allows the division of the ground into two homogeneous and balanced parts.

Figure 4. Ground Plan of Diar Es Saada

The development is divided into upper and lower parts by an "S" crossing the entire field following the contour lines. It allows on one side, to solve the problem of mechanical accessibility to the buildings, having regard to the irregular shape of the land. On the other hand, participate in the organisation of the ground plan while being economical in earthwork (Sayen, 2014).

All buildings of the housing estate are either perpendicular or parallel to the axis. With a single dominant orthogonality and different buildings from each other, it produces sequences of spaces varied both by their plan configurations and by the created voids. It is a balance game with non-identical elements constituting a complex that moves away from symmetry, called the picturesque principles of architectural design. It helps to build the overall image of the housing estate seen from the crossroads – we speak about the image seen by pedestrians and not by the aviator – inspired by the Kasbah of Algiers and its acroterions that overlay against
each other. Pouillon took advantage of the 35 metres vertical drop to stagger the flat roofs of the various buildings of the complex, while keeping a proportion of these offset levels from the crossroads viewpoints. This offset will not allow seeing the facades, to avoid the effect of crushing on less high buildings and catch up on the 35 metres elevation, but only a few walls that emerge and acroterions superimposed (Sayen, 2014).

What is important in Pouillon’s approach is that he composed with the built environment. He composed with the city: the perspective axes and visual openings lead one’s eye on to the built environment. Moreover, the small passages and squares inside the complex make it a part of the city. According to this vision, urban planning is the result of architecture. This is Pouillon’s reaction against the architecture of the ground plan. He explained it very well in Ordonnances, by saying that “when envisaging a city or a part of a city, it is not enough to think only of the plan: one has to be able to imagine the architecture in all its smallest details…” (Pouillon’s Ordonnance, as cited in Caruso and Thomas [2014: 53]).

The ground plan much favoured by the modern movement architect who followed the Athens Charter 1933, is based on a horizontal vision of space, an aerial view. According to Pouillon, architecture is viewed by pedestrians and not by aviators. This means that the composition of urban spaces should refer to the height of the human eye, which embraces the architectural object by surrounding it. This is an interpretation of Choisy’s lesson on the Acropolis of Athens. He discovered that, to understand the arrangement of the buildings, we must look at the complex through the viewer’s eye: everything is arranged in relation to him by following viewing angles. For him, the overall plan of the Acropolis is not an “accumulation of buildings from various periods”, but a plan “methodically designed according to a general vision…” (Choisy, 1899: 413).

According to Choisy, the overall plan is made according to symmetry, but not bilateral symmetry. Lucan said it is “visual symmetry, symmetry of the masses, perspective symmetry, picturesque, optical or optical balance, that is, the result of a balancing of the masses (pondération des masses)” (Lucan, 2009: 352) (Figure 5). It is the picturesque principle of an architectural composition.

This paper takes that Pouillon relied on this arrangement principle of the acropolis of Athens to integrate the user’s manner of viewing the space in the composition of the housing. This allows reducing the gap between the user viewing (re-design) and the architect design of this space.

To better understand the integration of this user viewing mechanism, reference is made to the work of the Greek architect, Constantinos Doxiadis (1914–1975). He was able in his doctoral thesis, written in German in year 1937, to determine the mathematical method with which has implanted the different buildings of the Acropolis. His hypothesis starts from the same point of view of Choisy, “it is not always easy to remember that these complexes were built by the ancient Greeks not as isolated objects, as we see them today, but as a part of a dynamic urban environment […]. If we have hitherto failed to recognise that the urban layouts of the archaic, classic, and Hellenistic periods were organised on the basis of a precisely calculated system; it is because we are strongly influenced either consciously or unconsciously by the rectangular system of coordinates (Figure 6) in which every point is established by its positions on a plan in relationship with two lines intersecting at right angles. This system was completely unknown to the ancient Greeks. Their layouts were not designed on a drawing board: each was developed on a site in an existing landscape, which was not subject to the laws of axial coordinates” (Doxiadis, 1972: 4)
According to Doxiadis’ hypothesis, pedestrian was the central point in the Greek positioning system, using the polar coordinate system. Each object was determined by the position of the pedestrian (Figure 7). This allows determining accurately the position of each building of the Acropolis with regard to a selected viewpoint which is part of the promenade designed by the architect. Usually the main viewpoint, according to which the buildings are located, is the entrance highlighted by the Propylaea.

Composition rules of acropolis established by Doxiadis (Figure 8) are basically two principles: the first is that all the buildings are positioned relatively to the viewpoint by viewing angles that are either part of a system of twelve parts (360/12 = 30°) or a system of ten parts (360/10 = 36°). The second principle is that in addition to the viewing angle, the position of a building is also determined with respect to its distance from the viewpoint which is calculated by foot, which was usually a sequence of 100 feet (100–200–300–400–500 in the case of the Acropolis). He also noticed that the usually central angle of the composition was left free of buildings and opened directly to the surrounding countryside. It represents the way that the viewer has to borrow: it is the “sacred way” (Doxiadis, 1972: 5).
Figure 6. Cartesian Coordinates System
Source: Doxiadis (1972)

Figure 7. Polar Coordinates System
Source: Doxiadis (1972)
The analysis of Diar Es Saada is pushed one-step further about the presence of viewing angles in the composition of the complex. This analysis allows perceiving this sequence of landscape views inside the complex (Figure 9). One can notice the use of three types of angles: 22.5°, 30° and 36°, whose centre is part of a perspective axis (Figure 10) which cuts the development into two balanced entities. In this perspective axis, which is the main route used by pedestrians, it has been possible to determine four viewpoints which determine the position of the buildings that animate this route.

The viewpoints determined in this study are not the only ones that exist. This paper focused only on the main viewpoints, which on the one hand, are part of the main course drawn by the architect, and on the other hand, they constitute transaction points that allow moving from one landscape to another. These are the points that materialise the first impression (Points A and B: constitute the beginning of the composition; Points C and D: constitute the last step of the stairs that reveals another scene).

It should be noted that there are some inaccuracies in the angles which have been identified. This can be explained by the fact that the system of polar coordinates was not the only system used to arrange the buildings. There were also the orthogonal grid, the module of the “marmite”, and the bay (Tehami, 2017).

The first viewpoint, called “A”, is the same point from which the whole composition begins. It is the first contact, the first impression the pedestrian can get of the complex.

The angle $\alpha_e = \alpha_i = 180/5 = 36^\circ$ (Figure 11) divides the whole into two equal parts, in which the viewer can feel the visual symmetry in relationship to the axis ($\alpha_e$). This angle cannot be seen now because of the density of the vegetation.
and a fence wall added around the ridge, which block the view from this point A. However, the picture of the Figure 11, taken in the 50s, even if it does not correspond exactly to the position of point A, it confirms the presence of this viewing angle.

The angles $\angle ac = \angle be = \angle dg = \angle fi = 180/8 = 22.5^\circ$ (Figure 10), allow one to perceive the visual balance provided by the constant rhythm of the angle $180/8$, according to which the buildings are placed, from viewpoint A.

The second point of view, called "B", is the entrance to the interior of the complex. And the third point, named "C", coincides with the last step of the first central staircase, also offers this impression of visual balance which can be appreciated by the human eye.

In point B the angles are: $\angle ac = \angle bd = \angle cf = \angle eg = \angle fh = 180/8 = 22.5^\circ$ (Figure 12)
In point C the angles are: $\angle ac = \angle bd = \angle ce = 180/5 = 36^\circ$ (Figure 13)

The same sensations of visual balance can be found in the fourth viewpoint, named "D", which coincides with the last step of the second central staircase with angles $\angle ce = \angle df = \angle gh = 180/6 = 30^\circ$ and $\angle ac = \angle bd = 180/8 = 22.5^\circ$ (Figure 14). Moreover, there is the visual symmetry of angles $\angle ae = \angle fh = 49^\circ$ in relationship to the angle $(\angle ef)$.

Figure 9. Diar Es Saada, View from the Square of Palm Trees (Retrieved from http://diaressaada.alger.free.fr/d-cartespostales/cartespostales.html)
Figure 10. Diar Es Saada with Visual Symmetry along the Main Axis of Perspective
Figure 11. Visual Symmetry (36°) from Viewpoint A
Figure 12. Visual Balance (22.5°) from Viewpoint B
Figure 13. Visual Balance (36°) from Viewpoint C

Figure 14. Visual Balance (30° and 22.5°) from Viewpoint D
The same route can be taken in the opposite direction from viewpoint D to viewpoint A while keeping the same impressions with a few differences in the angles.

It should be noted that for the moment, this paper cannot confirm exactly that Pouillon applied this approach of viewing angles as shown previously (as Doxiadis's hypothesis for the acropolis of Athens). Unfortunately, Pouillon did not leave detailed documents on his architectural composition. However, this study can confirm the existence of the visual symmetry and mass balance according to precise viewpoints in the composition of the complex of Diar Es Saada.

Hence, it is a new interpretation of the architectural composition that ensures the architectural quality of the housing complex. It is through a system that reduces the gap between the object designed by the architect and the object seen by the user. This new interpretation is the result of the combination between two composition principles: the principle of traditional symmetry and the picturesque (perspective symmetry). The principle of symmetry is represented by the orthogonal grid and the Cartesian coordinate system. While the principle of the picturesque or the perspective symmetry is represented by the architectural promenade and the polar coordinates system.

The analysis of the complex Diar Es Saada allowed noting the presence of a combination between the polar coordinates and the Cartesian coordinates system in the composition of the complex. The Cartesian coordinates system allowed arranging the buildings according to a modular orthogonal grid. It regulated the composition of the complex and created enclosed spaces that are not entirely shut in. This generated open angles as well as passages between buildings made the space closed and fluid at the same time. Nevertheless, the polar coordinates system allowed arranging the buildings according to the viewpoints, which were a part of a planned route borrowed by the users.

The importance of using viewing angles in the architectural composition of housing lies in the fact that architecture is always viewed by the human eye. Consequently, the use of this approach allows the integration of the building into its immediate environment, and generating landscape tables that change according to the different viewpoints of the user. Furthermore, it is the principle of composition of most great buildings throughout the history of architecture. At the time, they completely ignored the Cartesian coordinate system, and relied on the polar coordinate system to arrange their buildings.

While the consequences of the non-use of this approach is that the building will be designed as a single object from its context, and its composition is done following an aerial view in two dimensions (ground plan). Thus, the user is not considered in the organisation of spaces, and the external landscape is the result of voids resulting from the Cartesian arrangement of the different buildings.

Subsequently, the relationship between viewing angles and architectural quality becomes evident. This quality of housing, which is considered as architectural object in an architectural space, is perceived and appreciated by the user following a perception mechanism, whose visual sense is the important element in this mechanism. As a result, ensuring the visualisation of the architectural space to the user (re-design), as designed by the architect (landscape tables that scrolls while moving), is to ensure the real architectural quality of different spaces generated by the architect.

Besides, in the other categories of housing where the quantity is less solicited, the quality can be obtained by the use of noble materials, street furniture, and luxury accessories which force the impression of quality even in the presence of an
architectural mediocrity. While in low-income housing, the quantitative character exceeds the qualitative one because of a limited budget. And knowing that quality initiatives are often expensive and not a luxury that social housing can afford, this free approach is an important factor of architectural quality. It allows investing in the exploitation of the qualities of the architectural space instead of camouflage accessories.

**DISCUSSION**

According to the literature review presented previously, the question of the architectural quality can be approached from different viewpoints. Studies have approached it by measuring the quality through indicators that constitutes a toolbox for the designer. While other studies focused on the integration of technical knowledge in the design phase through multi-criteria decision support methods. Further studies prefer to identify the nature of the object concerned by this quality through the architecturological viewpoint.

Approaches based on indicators of quality as design quality indicator (DQI) (Gann, Salter and Whyte, 2003), The Post-Occupancy Review of Buildings and their Engineering (PROBE) (Bordass et al., 1999), Housing Quality Indicator (HQI) (Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions [DTLR], 2000), Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) (Crawley and Aho, 1999) and MATEA (Hanrot, 2009) are in fact a toolbox that allows the architect to see the discrepancy between the different opinions of the producers and users of the building.

Maybe they are sufficient for an industrial object or for certain types of buildings with an industrial character superior to the architectural one (factories or services buildings). However, they are incomplete for the housing in which the architectural character is stronger (the housing is an architectural object more than an industrial one) because the architectural overall is more than the sum of the parts. These indicator approaches ensure the quality of the building parts. They can be a pure technical aspect (construction quality) which includes all the basic requirements such as waterproofing, durability of materials, ventilation, acoustic and thermal insulation: it can be of a socio-cultural aspect that concerns the standard of living, the social and cultural demands. However, these indicators will never allow the architect to ensure the architectural overall of the housing complex. It is because ensuring the quality of the building parts does not automatically ensure a total quality of the building (of the complex in the case of a housing estate).

In fact, the approaches that quantify and make measurable the architectural quality are a part of the modern movement vision. This industrialisation vision of housing following the example of the manufacturing industry has made the crisis of architecture. The architect is no longer able to control the total quality of the building, from the design phase to the realisation. The engineer, in most cases, is responsible for the quality of the various constructive elements of the building, whereas the architect becomes only responsible for the design part (le projet).

This invention of “the design” or le projet allows architecture to gain autonomy from the construction (realisation phase). Henceforth, architectural concepts such as proportion and style, which their justifications were directly in construction, are reasonable in the geometric lines, and drawing away from the site. The Cartesian
coordinate system in two dimensions (aerial view) is mostly used. Moreover, the engineer handles the translation of this drawings or the design in a real construction.

The viewing angles approach can be a complementary solution to the indicators approach in order to ensure the quality of the architectural overall of the housing. The approach is based on the two principles of composition: symmetry and picturesque. The user's manner of viewing the space (pedestrian) is the key of this approach. Everything is positioned in relationship to the user unlike the composition based on the ground plan and the aerial view.

If the architects of the modern movement, like Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, opted for the ground plan and the aerial view for the composition of the housing, they would provide more movement and dynamism to the ground floor. They did it by freeing the interior plan from the regularity and limitations of the load-bearing wall, and by choosing new construction systems which free walls from their structural function (Lucan, 2009). Thus, the wall becomes an element which shapes space and participates in its articulation. Slightly, they reinterpreted the asymmetry and picturesque of the Greeks by using it in the free design of the floor plans.

While on the contrary Pouillon provided this dynamism on the outside by creating an interior landscape of the housing estate. "This is, undoubtedly, one of the major qualities of Pouillon architecture; the ability to articulate spatial sequences in a game of pieces of varied scales" (Petruccioli, 2001). This can be confirmed by comparing the ground plane of Diar Es Saada (Figure 15) and the plan of Mies van der Rohe's brick country house (Figure 16). That, which Mies did to compose the ground plan of a dwelling, was done by Pouillon in the composition of an entire housing complex. That means Mies' idea of open corners so as to give dynamism to the ground floor can be found in Pouillon's designs for the exterior space of his housing complexes.

It is as if Pouillon saw the entire housing estate as a house in which the walls never intersect, like in Mies' country house, are the buildings of the complex. In addition to that, the rooms created by the walls of the brick country house are the squares of the housing estate. This is a new Pouillon's interpretation of architectural composition that allowed finding a traditional composition in the same building, based on symmetry and a regular orthogonal grid, the principles of picturesque composition, based on visual balance and the balancing of the masses. This is what confirms the timeliness of Pouillon's solutions: he considered the inhabitant as the central point in housing estate design while studies have proposed to do so only recently.
Figure 15. Diar Es Saada of Pouillon

Figure 16. The Brick Country House of Mies van der Rohe
CONCLUSION

The case study of “Diar Es Saada” presents an example of a housing estate whose pedestrians are taken into consideration in the design of the complex. The user becomes the main actor in the development of the complex. Everything is built around him. It was made possible by Pouillon’s new interpretation of the architectural composition by reconciling the two principles of symmetry and picturesque in the same composition. He managed to minimalise the gap between the designed and re-designed (seen) object. The viewing angles’ approach can be identified in the arrangement of Diar Es Saada buildings. It constitutes the architectural promenade inspired by the Acropolis of Athens.

This viewing angles’ approach allowed the user to visualise the architectural space as conceived by the architect, which amounts to ensuring the real architectural quality of the different spaces. Besides, in low-income housing, quality initiatives are often expensive, which makes this free and long term approach an important factor of architectural quality that allows to invest in exploiting the qualities of the architectural space, instead in the accessories that generate an artificial architectural quality in short term, and that usually exceed the initial budget. The application of this approach allows a unique final result: the landscape generated depends on the context as well as the architectural knowledge of the architect.

The paper suffers several limitations: one of them is that it remains to confirm the real application by Pouillon of the viewing angles’ approach in the composition of Diar Es Saada. This study shows only the presence of viewing angles in the arrangement of the buildings of the complex. Thus, it would be interesting in future researches to try to find the method with which the viewing angles are applied in the architectural composition of Pouillon and if it corresponds to the Greeks’ acropolis of Athens.

From the users’ point of view, another concern is this study focused only on the viewing angles seen by the architect. It would be very interesting to see if the users share this same point of view and if this approach really improves the architectural quality of housing just like the architect expects.
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It is necessary to point out that this research was a little hard to do due to the scarcity of graphic documents. This is one of the reasons why the work of Pouillon is greatly unknown. This lack of raw material makes the work of researchers difficult and prevents them from doing in-depth studies.

In our case, the analysis of Pouillon’s housing estates was possible thanks to the archives of the Les Pierres sauvages de Belcastel association. Despite the small amount of material, it was possible to carry out a minimum of research work.
NOTES

1. The Directorate of Habitat Programs and Property Promotion in Algeria establishes technical and functional requirements applicable for social housing (Ministère de l'Habitation et de l'Urbanisme, 2007).
2. The perception of a space differs from one subject to another according to their senses and identities.
3. Lecourtois calls this an architectural quality of social representation according to which the subject gives the perceived space a representative image of an idea derived from social values.
4. A marmite is a hollow square, part of the floor structure invented by Pouillon made of staff (a mixture of plaster and fibre) or cement, through which a steel frame and concrete pass, like ribs, to support the floor.
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